Nerd Lore vs. Reality

Anyone notice that our society is drowning in too much psychojewagical mumbo jumbo? It’s pretty obvious if you pay attention.

This is all a pointless word salad distraction off something real. Psychology means Soul Knowledge. So where is the soul knowledge? It’s not there. Just some weird Jew talking about how taking a dump determines your personality type while turd sniffing the omens of the Jewish toilet god. So obviously this sucks. So what does not suck?

Soul Knowledge.

I spent years studying Psychology in College. It’s all strange nerd lore, Jewish toilet sniffing, robot man weirdness and general meaningless crap.

Then I looked into Astrology and I found Soul Knowledge. A person’s real psychological profile is their astrological one. The mental and physical issues that trouble a person are found there, and so is the solution. This science works. It’s Soul Knowledge, and was taught for thousands of years by the most advanced humans on this planet in the greatest universities of the world.

Because it works.....Because it’s real.

Which is why it’s not taught in the (((schools))). The Goyim can't know that. If one studies back, they will find that any knowledge of the mind that works or the psyche in general was suppressed. For the Scat Man’s esoteric Reptilian turd lore.

"Oy sooo tell's me, likes hows you take a dump and stuff.... I am a Jewish Professonal, l'ams, l'ams".
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